Quantitative prediction of overall seat discomfort.
Static seat characteristics (seat stiffness) and dynamic seat characteristics (vibration magnitude) can both influence judgements of seat comfort. It is proposed that seat comfort can be predicted on the basis of Steven's psychophysical law: psi = kphi(n), where psi is a sensation magnitude, phi is the stimulus magnitude and k is a constant. The law is modified to: psi = a + bphis[n(s)] + cphiv[n(v)], where phis and phiv represent seat stiffness and vibration magnitude, n(s) and n(v) are exponents determined by the rate of increase in discomfort associated with the stiffness and vibration magnitude, and a, b and c are constants. The stiffness of foam loaded to 490 N may indicate static seat comfort, while the vibration dose value (VDV) on the seat surface may indicate vibration discomfort. Two experiments with 20 subjects investigated this approach. The first experiment with five magnitudes of vibration, three foams and a rigid wooden flat seat yielded 0.929 for the exponent, n(v), for VDV. In the second experiment subjects judged the overall seat discomfort while exposed six vibration magnitudes with the same four seating conditions. This experiment yielded 1.18 for the exponent, n(s), for seat stiffness. The overall prediction of seat discomfort was given by: psi = -50.3 + 2.68phis1.18 + 101phiv0.929. The prediction equation provided more accurate estimates of subject discomfort than models using either the VDV alone or the stiffness alone, especially when the vibration magnitude was low or the seats were similar. An interaction variable between the VDV and the stiffness slightly improved the prediction. The equivalence of the two stimuli was given by log10 (stiffness) = 0.787 log10 (VDV) + 1.34, or log10 (VDV) = 1.27 log10 (stiffness) - 1.70.